
Red Group Kinder, Weekly Reflection 

Term 2, Week 8 & 9 

 

We had two incursions on Wednesday, 15th June for the children to get engaged in learning about dinosaur fossils and farm animals. Children showed great enthusiasm in patting 

the farm animals and listening to their sounds. Dinosaur fossils captured children’s attention during group time and children showed curiosity to touch and feel the fossils. The 

host introduced children new vocabulary to learn such as palaeontologist, Herbivore, Carnivore. Children were provided with the opportunity to make a winter craft of dinosaur 

where dinosaur explored shapes in the snow. Children showed excitement in making footprints of dinosaurs with white paint and we talked about shapes such as hexagon, trian-

gle and rectangle. 

Children continue to show interest in music and the educators ensure to introduce different songs from music program to build understanding of rhythm and patterns in music. 

We have set-up teddy bear counters to drive children’s attention towards patterns and sorting in regards to sizes too. Children helped to make winter playdough last week, and 

this week we added winter animals and pebbles to facilitate imaginative play with winter animals. Children are showing interest in bringing books from home which the educators 

read during group time and further encourage children to talk about their favourite aspect of story to support build their confidence to speak in front of large group. Children, 

also, showing interest in finding lady bugs in the yard and watch them crawling over rocks and leaves.  

Children got engaged in various outdoor learning experiences  such as playing drums, building potato heads, sliding, running and digging in the sand pit.  

And, before we knew, it is end of Term-2. Children shared about their holiday plans with peers and educators during group time discussion. We wish all the children and families a 

wonderful  break. See you all next Term. 
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